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Project outline

Background: Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and large-scale gene-centric genotyping have identified (and robustly replicated) many common genetic variations that contribute to increased coronary artery disease risk. Given the focus of current treatments on lipid lowering, genes which do not associate with lipid QTLs but rather implicate other effects on plaque biology have the potential to discover novel mechanisms. One such gene, JCAD was identified in previous coronary artery disease GWAS. Using in vitro studies in primary human endothelial cells, in vivo murine models of atherosclerosis and in vitro functional human data we showed a key role for endothelial cell JCAD in atherosclerosis and flow-induced vascular remodelling via modulation of the shear stress mechanotransduction pathway. However, the consequences of JCAD overexpression on atherosclerosis progression, and how overexpression alters physiological vascular remodelling are yet to be determined. A complete understanding of JCAD biology is key if JCAD is to become a rational therapeutic target for vascular disease. This research has the potential to open up important new avenues of research in atherosclerosis and other vascular diseases.

Hypothesis: Overexpression of JCAD accelerates atherosclerosis and impacts on flow induced vascular remodelling.

Aims: We now aim to use both human cells, biobank data and targeted murine models to investigate the role of overexpression of JCAD on pathological and physiological vascular remodelling.

Description of Work: We will use an unbiased genomic (RNA-seq) and proteomic based approach to investigate the impact of overexpression of JCAD in primary endothelial cell function. Expression plasmids will be used to overexpress JCAD, and cells will then be exposed to pro-atherogenic stimuli such as oxidised low density lipoprotein, pathological flow or physiological stimuli e.g VEGF. Pathway analysis will be used to establish which cellular processes are modified by overexpression of JCAD. Targeted in vitro assays in primary cells e.g. angiogenesis (proliferation, tube formation) or metabolism (mitochondria function) will then be used to interrogate the cellular pathways implicated in the genomic/proteomic analysis. Once the cellular role of JCAD has been established, mutant PCSK9 and high fat feeding in Jcad over expressing mice will be used to test atherosclerosis progression and the impact of overexpression of Jcad on metabolic homeostasis. The role of JCAD in physiological flow induced vascular remodelling will be interrogated using our voluntary running system. As carried out in our previous work, we will confirm the relevance of these findings by examining data from Oxford based biobanks. The overall approach will be to establish the
mechanism of action using in vitro assays in human primary cells, establish causation using mouse models of atherosclerosis and physiological vascular remodelling, and confirm relevance using functional human data. In addition to the valuable information gained regarding JCAD the genomic and proteomic data from control cells will also be interrogated for changes in other novel coronary artery disease GWAS hits. This data set will help inform us potential targets to take forward for further analysis.
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